A fiber optic temperature sensor uses a light source which transmits light through an optical fiber to a sensor head at the opposite end of the optical fiber from the light source. The sensor head has a housing coupled to the end of the optical fiber. A metallic reflective surface is coupled to the housing adjacent the end of the optical fiber to form a gap having a predetermined length between the reflective surface and the optical fiber. A detection system is also coupled to the optical fiber which determines the temperature at the sensor head from an interference pattern of light which is reflected from the reflective surface.
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TEMPERATURE MEASURED: $t = 445.7^\circ C$
1 FIBER OPTIC TEMPERATURE SENSOR

STATEMENT AS TO RIGHTS TO INVENTIONS
MADE UNDER FEDERALLY SPONSORED
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

A portion of the work described herein was supported by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) under contract NAS5-27202.

RELATED APPLICATION

The application is related to copending provisional application 60/010,756.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates generally to a temperature sensor and, more specifically, to a fiber optic temperature sensor capable of measuring a wide range of temperatures.

In various applications such as supersonic or hypersonic aircraft, it is desirable to measure temperatures over a large temperature range using a single sensor. The desired temperature range for such applications may reach as low as $-50^\circ$ C and extend up to about $1,000^\circ$ C. Conventional temperature measuring devices such as thermistors, thermocouples and bi-metal type devices are undesirable for use in aircraft applications. Such devices are vulnerable to electromagnetic interference, are heavy and may cause sparking.

Sensors employing optical fibers have been used for various applications. Fiber optic sensors are lighter in weight than conventional sensors, are not susceptible to electromagnetic interference, possess larger band widths and have increased safety due to being less susceptible to sparking. Known fiber optic sensors include pyrometric sensors which measure the radiant energy from a body. Pyrometric sensors are particularly suited for relatively high temperatures. Fluorescent decay sensors are another type of fiber optic sensors. One problem with these conventional fiber optic sensors is that they possess inadequate dynamic range, lack measurement stability and have an unacceptably short lifetime.

One problem common to all temperature sensing devices is that complex calibration procedures are required when the devices are replaced. Such calibration procedures require a significant amount of time to implement in the aircraft industry. In particular, an easy or no calibration procedure is highly desirable so that a sensor may easily be removed and replaced while requiring a minimum amount of aircraft down time.

It is therefore desirable to provide a temperature sensor which has a large temperature range and is immune from electromagnetic interference, is lightweight, accurate and long-lived.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

One feature of the present invention is a temperature sensor which utilizes a light source which transmits light through an optical fiber to a sensor head received at the opposite end of the optical fiber from the light source. The sensor head has a sensor housing coupled to the end of the optical fiber. A metallic reflective surface is coupled to the housing adjacent the end of the optical fiber to form a gap having a predetermined length between the reflective surface and the optical fiber. A detection system is also coupled to the optical fiber which determines the temperature at the sensor head from an interference pattern of light which is reflected from the reflective surface.

One feature of the present invention employs a two portion reflective surface. The first portion of the reflective surface is made of a first metal and the second portion of the reflective surface is made of a second metal. The metals preferably have a different coefficient of thermal expansion so that an interference pattern is reflected into the end of the optical fiber.

In another feature of the present invention, the interference pattern of light is generated from the combination of light reflecting from a homogenous reflecting material and reflecting from the end of the optical fiber.

In yet another feature of the invention, the light detector system may be housed on a computer board. The light detector system may be formed of a plurality of charge coupled devices so that the interference pattern may be measured and a temperature determined therefrom.

In yet another feature of the invention a connector may be used to connect the detection system with the sensor head, that is, one-half of the connector and optical fiber having the desired length and the sensor head may be an individual unit which may be calibrated separately in a remote location than at the point of installation. The connector associated with the sensor head may contain a memory chip which stores the calibration data therein when the connector is connected to the detection system, the memory chip is read so that the temperature may be determined. The memory chip may, for example, contain a lookup table containing data for fringes at various temperatures for example, at a spacing of $5^\circ$. To determine a temperature the fringe profile is measured from the sensor and is subtracted from each of the profiles in the lookup table. The closest profile in the lookup table is determined by subtracting each of the profiles in the lookup table from the data measured from the sensor. When the data are subtracted, the nearest zero is determined to be the temperature. If the temperature is between two measurements, an interpolation may be performed to more exactly determine that temperature.

One advantage of the present invention is that the calibration can be performed in a controlled environment prior to operation of the sensor. An old sensor can be removed and the new sensor placed into a system. The calibration data will then be read by the system to perform temperature calculations.

Another advantage of the present invention is that if the sensor passes through a reference temperature, the data stored in the computer. The update process compensates for any aging effects one may experience.

In yet another feature of the invention, a method for manufacturing a temperature sensor head comprises affixing a reflector in a housing and placing a hollow tube around the optical fiber. The method also includes coupling the first end of the optical fiber to the housing a predetermined distance from the reflector. The method for assembly further includes coupling the tube to the housing and coupling a fitting around the optical fiber. The method also includes coupling the fitting to the hollow tube.

In one aspect of the method of assembly the sensor head assembly may be inserted into a protective sheath to enhance vibration resistance and thermal conductance. The space between the sheath and the sensor head may be filled with a thermally conductive and vibration damping powder.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Other features and advantages of the present invention will become apparent from the following detailed description which should be read in conjunction with the drawings in which:
Although the invention will be illustrated in the context of light-based optical fiber, it is more flexible and cheaper than sapphire-based optical fiber. Silica fiber also has a somewhat lower refractive index of 1.46 and is temperature resistant. Sapphire is about 1.77. Second optical fiber 20 is preferably made from silica based optical fiber. For simplicity, using a single optical fiber and eliminating sensor head connector 22 may be desirable.

Sensor head connector 22 is preferably formed of a standard butt-coupling optical fiber connector. One example of a suitable connector is an SMA connector, which is common in the industry. Sensor head connector 22 butt- couples first optical fiber 18 to second optical fiber 20. Light transmitting and receiving unit 14 has a mating half of sensor unit connector 24, an optical coupler 26, a light digitizer 28, a light source 30, an optical fiber 32, and an optical fiber 34. Optical fiber 34 is used to connect optical coupler 26 to light source 30.

Optical coupler 26 is used to couple light generated from light source 30 which is to be transmitted to sensor head 16 through optical fibers 18 and 20. Optical coupler 26 is also used as a beam splitter to send the light modulated by sensor head 16 to light digitizer 28.

Light digitizer 28 may for example be a spectrometer which divides the light up into its wavelength components. Light digitizer 28 may use a linear detector such as a series of charge coupled devices (CCD). Light digitizer 28 converts the detected light signal from sensor head 16 into a desirable output format.

Light source 30 is preferably a wide band light source such as a white light source. One example of a desirable white light source is a tungsten-halogen source.

Light transmitting and receiving unit 14 may also have a central processing unit (CPU) 36 associated therewith. CPU 36 is used to perform mathematical calculations further described below. With the digitized output of light digitizer 28 a display 38 may be used to display the temperature as calculated by CPU 36 of the sensor head 16. Light digitizer 28 and optical coupler 26 may be contained on a computer board which is inserted into CPU 36. Such a light digitizer is manufactured by Ocean Optics. It is also preferred that light source 30 is contained on such a computer board. However, a standardized board contained a spectrometer and light source was not known at the time of this application.

Referring now to FIG. 2, one embodiment of a sensor head 16 is shown. Sensor head 16 has a housing 40 which holds a reflector 42 having a reflective surface 44. A predetermined distance d away from an end 46 of optical fiber 18. Optical fiber 18 is held to housing 40 with a high temperature adhesive 48. In this embodiment light traveling from the light source towards sensor head is reflected by two surfaces and combined to form an interference pattern. Light is reflected at the end surface 46 of optical fiber 18 due to the air-fiber interface. It has been experimentally determined that approximately 4% of the light power is reflected back into the optical fiber 18 from the end surface 46. The remaining light travels out of the end of optical fiber 46 and reflects from reflector surface 44 and re-enters the optical fiber 18. It has been experimentally determined that about 90% of the reflected light re-enters the fiber at end surface 46. The combination of light reflecting from end surface 46 and the light reflecting from reflective surface 44 will generate an interference fringe pattern. The interference fringe pattern is a combination of the reflected light which is superimposed vectorially. The distance d between end surface 46 and reflective surface 44 increases as the temperature increases. This is mainly due to the differences of the coefficients of thermal expansion of the optical fiber 18 and the sensor housing 40. The changing distance d causes the interference pattern to vary as a function of temperature.

Reflector 42 is made of a metallic material so that nearly 100% of the light that reaches the reflector surface 44 is reflected. It is also preferred that the reflector 42 is preferably made of an oxide resistant material so that an oxide does not form on reflective surface 44. If an oxide forms on reflector surface 44 the distance d may be changed and thus a potential error may occur in the measurement. Materials...
which have been used to form reflector surface 44 include ZGS (a Pt and 10% Rh alloy) and platinum.

Sensor housing 40 is also preferably made of metallic material. Sensor housing 40 may for example be made of ZGS or platinum.

Optical fiber 18 is shown having a cladding 50. It may also be removed in the portion near sensor head 16. Adhesive 48 bonds sensor housing 40 to the optical fiber 18. Adhesive 48 must be capable of withstanding the temperatures that sensor head 16 may be subject to. Adhesive 48 may, for example, be a high temperature cement or a ceramic adhesive. One example of an acceptable ceramic adhesive is made by Cotronics and is called RESPONS CERAMIC ADHESIVE 904HP.

Sensor housing 40 may have a U-shaped groove 52 which circumvents the housing adjacent to the distance d between end surface 46 and reflective surface 44. U-shaped groove 52 may be used to bend or manipulate the housing and thus bend the orientation of the first optical fiber 18 with respect to reflective surface 44. A slight bend at U-shaped groove 52 may be used to permanently set the maximum visibility.

Reflective surface 46 is preferably planar and smooth. It is preferred that reflective surface be polished for example by a conventional polishing process to obtain a smooth portion without the necessity of a bonder. Both connector ADHESIVE 904HP.

Bend the orientation of the first optical fiber 18 to first optical fiber 18 is to etch the end of optical fiber 18. Etching may be accomplished by dipping the end 46 into a potassium hydroxide for a pre-determined amount of time so that diameter D1 is reduced to diameter D2. To stop the etching process a stop-off material may be applied to optical fiber 18 when diameter D2 is reached.

Referring now to FIG. 3, an alternative sensor head 16 is shown. In this embodiment the optical fiber 18 is not secured to housing 40 using an adhesive. Housing 40 has an integrally formed receptacle portion 54 which is used to hold a shoulder 56 formed in optical fiber 18. One method for forming shoulder 56 and optical fiber 18 is to etch the end of optical fiber 18. Etching may be accomplished by dipping the end 46 into a potassium hydroxide for a pre-determined amount of time so that diameter D1 is reduced to diameter D2. To stop the etching process a stop-off material may be applied to optical fiber 18 when diameter D2 is reached.

Referring now to both FIGS. 3 and 4, sensor head 16 is coupled to an outer tube 58. The opposite end of outer tube 58 is connected to a connector 60. Outer tube 58 is preferably formed of a material stable in the heat experienced by sensor head 16. Optical fiber 18 extends between fiber connector 60 and sensor head 16 within outer tube 58. Optical fiber 18 is longer than the distance between connector 60 and sensor head 16. Optical fiber 18 is squeezed into outer tube 58 so that the bending of the optical fiber 18 provides a spring force to the shoulder 56 of optical fiber. This spring force will hold shoulder 56 against receptacle 54 without the necessity of a bonder. Both connector 60 and sensor head 16 may be bonded in an appropriate manner to outer tube 58.

Referring now to FIG. 5, another alternative embodiment of sensor head 16 is shown. In this embodiment sensor head 16 has outer tube 62. Surface 46 of optical fiber 18 is held by holder tube 64 a pre-determined distance from reflective surface 66 of reflector 68. Reflective surface 66 is preferably formed of a first portion 70 and a second portion 72. Each portion has a different coefficient of thermal expansion. First portion 70 may be formed of stainless steel. Second portion 72 may be formed of Inconel 601. First portion 70 and second portion 72 may be a pair of half round rods. First portion 70 and second portion 72 may be welded together at welds 73, for example, at one end of outer tube 62.

In this embodiment, the optical fiber 18 transmits a light to be reflected from both the first portion 70 and second portion 72 of reflective surface 66. As the temperature of sensor head 16 increases, the distance D3 becomes different than distance D1. The difference in distances will cause light emitted by optical fiber 18, once reflected by first portion 70 and second portion 72, to form an interference fringe pattern. The corresponding change in the distances D3 and D2 corresponds to the temperature of the sensor head 16.

Referring now to FIG. 6, a sheath 74 may be used to protect sensor head 16 from damage. A tip portion 75 of the sheath 74 may be shaved thin to increase heat conduction. As shown, sensor head 16, similar to that of FIG. 2, is shown. Like numerals from that of FIG. 2 will be used to number like components in FIG. 6. Sensor head configurations such as that shown in FIGS. 3, 4 and 5 may also be utilized in this configuration. A first tube 76 is coupled to housing 40 with cement 85. First tube 76 may, for example, be made of a metallic material such as platinum. A second tube 78 which is preferably made of stainless steel is used to connect first tube 76 to a ferrule 80. In this embodiment, it is preferred that housing 40 and first tube 76 are made of the same material for example platinum. First tube 76 may be spot welded to housing 40. First tube 76 is inserted into the second tube 78 so that any coefficient of thermal expansion mismatch causes no harm. The ferrule 80 is then connected to second tube 78 by spot welding. The ferrule 80 may be connected to sapphire fiber with cement 81. Prior to assembly, if required, a slight bend may be made in housing 40 at U-shaped grooves 52 to obtain maximum fringe visibility. Sheath 74 may then be slid onto ferrule 80.

The cavity 82 between second tube 78 and sheath 74 may be filled with a powder 84 to absorb shock and promote thermal transfer to housing 40. Powder 84 may be made from a material such as BN or MgO. Once cavity 82 is filled with powder 84, collar 83 may be bonded to sheath 74 and ferrule 80. The collar 83 may support SMA connector. Second tube 78 helps minimize thermal transport to ferrule 80 and also acts as a heat sink for heat transported down the sapphire fiber.

Referring now to FIG. 7, connector 24 is shown in more detail. Connector 24 preferably has a male portion 86 and a female portion 88. Male portion 86 is used to connect optical fiber 20 eventually to sensor head 16. Female portion 88 may be a connector mounted on a computer board. Male portion 86 may have threads 90 which are used to couple to threads 92 on female portion 88. It is preferred that both sets of threads 90 and 92 are formed of a metallic material. Male portion 86 may have an optical fiber holder 94 which is connected to threads 90. Female portion 88 may also have a holder 96 to hold optical fiber 20.

In day to day use, male portion 86 will be associated with a single sensor head and its associated optical fiber. Male portion 86 can be removed to change sensor head 16. To change sensor head 16 a new male portion, optical fiber and sensor head are all replaced.

Male portion 86 contains a memory chip 98. Memory chip 98 is used to store calibration data for the particular sensor head as will further be described below. Memory chip 98 is coupled through an electrode 100 in male portion 86. When male portion 86 is connected to female portion 88 it is preferably connected to an electrode 102 and female portion 88. When male portion 86 is connected to female portion 88, the information contained in memory chip 98 is used by the CPU to calculate the temperature based on the interference fringe pattern reflected from sensor head 16. Threads 90 and threads 92 are preferably formed of a metallic material so that the metal may act as a ground for memory chip 98. Memory chip 98 may be a read only type memory; however, memory...
The interference fringe pattern is first obtained for an unknown temperature. The absolute distance of the measured pattern from each of the calibration fringe patterns is calculated for every wave length. The absolute distance values are then summed up.

Referencing now to FIG. 11, a plot of the sums of the absolute difference values is plotted against temperature measured. The absolute distance for the closest calibration pattern would be zero if the calibration pattern matched exactly. It is most likely that the absolute distance will be close to zero but not exactly zero, since data was taken only at every 5°C. An interpolation may be performed to estimate the actual temperature within the 5°C range.

When using a 5°C interval, the present example measured somewhere between 445°C and 450°C. Using algebra, the actual temperatures then estimated to be the minimum temperature point of a parabolic approximation. Using the accuracy of such a method was determined within plus or minus 0.3°C.

The above methods for calculating a temperature based on the mount of a light reflected from a sensor head may only be performed up to a predetermined temperature since the metallic material that the sensor head is made from may start to glow like a black body. The glowing light contributes to an increase in background noise and determining the temperature range with the background noise becomes overwhelming. The light source may then be switched off and the light digitizer 28 may be used as a pyrometer. The light digitizer can determine the radiant energy (i.e., wave length of light) of the sensor head. This information may be compared to information contained in the memory chip during calibration. When the temperature goes below the predetermined temperature, the light source may then be switched on and the interference fringe patterns are used to calculate a temperature as described above.

While the best mode for carrying out the present invention has been described in detail, those familiar with the art to which this invention relates will recognize various alternative designs and embodiments for practicing the invention as defined by the following claims:

What is claimed is:

1. A temperature sensor comprising:
   a light source;
   an optical fiber coupled to receive light from the light source;
   a sensor head optically coupled to said optical fiber;
   a metallic light fiber coupled to said housing;
   a detection system optically coupled to said optical fiber which determines the temperature at said sensor head from an interference pattern of light reflected from said reflective surface.

2. A temperature sensor as recited in claim 1, wherein said light source comprises a wide band light source.

3. A temperature sensor as recited in claim 2, wherein said wide band light source comprises a white light source.

4. A temperature sensor as recited in claim 3, wherein said white light source comprises a tungsten-halogen source.

5. A temperature sensor as recited in claim 1, wherein said optical fiber is a high temperature optical fiber.

6. A temperature sensor as recited in claim 5, wherein said high temperature optical fiber comprises a sapphire fiber.
7. A temperature sensor as recited in claim 1, wherein said reflective surface is comprised of a first reflective portion made of a first material and a second reflective portion made of a second material, said first and second materials having different coefficients of expansion.
8. A temperature sensor as recited in claim 7, wherein said interference pattern is formed from said reflection of light from said first reflective portion and said second reflective portion.
9. A temperature sensor as recited in claim 1, further comprising a U-shaped groove circumscribing said housing, said groove adjacent said gap between said reflective surface and said optical fiber.
10. A temperature sensor as recited in claim 1, wherein said end of said optical fiber is polished.
11. A temperature sensor as recited in claim 1, wherein said interference pattern is formed from light reflecting from said reflective surface and said end of said optical fiber.
12. A temperature sensor as recited in claim 1, further comprising a display terminal coupled to said detection system for displaying a temperature from said sensor.
13. A temperature sensor as recited in claim 1, wherein said detection system comprises a spectrograph coupled to a plurality of charge-coupled devices.
14. A temperature sensor as recited in claim 1, wherein said detection system converts to a pyrometer upon reaching a predetermined temperature whereby the radiant energy is measured to determine temperature.
15. A temperature sensor comprising:
   a sensor unit; and,
   a light transmitting and receiving unit; wherein said sensor unit includes,
   a first optical fiber;
   a second optical fiber coupled to said first optical fiber;
   a sensor housing coupled to said first optical fiber at an end opposite said sensor;
   a reflector having a reflective surface coupled to said sensor housing and spaced a predetermined distance from said end of said first optical fiber;
   wherein said light transmitting and receiving unit includes,
   a light source;
   a second optical fiber coupled to receive light from said light source;
   a second connector portion coupled to said second optical fiber, said second optical fiber matingly engaging with said first connector portion so that said first optical fiber and said second optical fiber are optically coupled;
   a beam splitter coupled to said second connector portion for splitting a portion of light reflected from said second optical fiber into said first optical fiber; and,
   a detection system optically coupled to said first optical fiber through said beam splitter which determines the temperature at said sensor unit based on an interference pattern of the light reflected from said reflective surface.
16. A temperature sensor as recited in claim 15, wherein said light source comprises a wide band light source.
17. A temperature sensor as recited in claim 16, wherein said wide band light source comprises a white light source.
18. A temperature sensor as recited in claim 17, wherein said white light source comprises a tungsten-halogen source.
19. A temperature sensor as recited in claim 15, wherein said reflective surface is comprised of a first reflective portion made of a first material and a second reflective portion made of a second material, said first and second materials having different coefficients of expansion.
20. A temperature sensor as recited in claim 19, wherein said interference pattern is formed from said reflection of light from said first reflective portion and said second reflective portion.
21. A temperature sensor as recited in claim 15 wherein said sensor housing includes a U-shaped groove circumscribing said housing, said groove adjacent said gap between said reflective surface and said first optical fiber.
22. A temperature sensor as recited in claim 15, wherein said end of said first optical fiber is polished.
23. A temperature sensor as recited in claim 15, wherein said light transmitting and receiving unit is mounted to a computer board.
24. A temperature sensor as recited in claim 15, wherein said second connector portion includes a memory chip coupled to said detection system, said memory chip storing calibration data for said sensor unit.
25. A temperature sensor as recited in claim 15, further wherein said memory chip is electrically coupled to said detection system through an electrical conductive wire, said second connector portion including a male portion and a female portion, said wire coupled to said memory chip when said male portion is coupled to said female portion.
26. A temperature sensor as recited in claim 15, further comprising a display terminal coupled to said detection system for displaying a temperature from said sensor unit.
27. A temperature sensor as recited in claim 15, wherein said detection system converts to a pyrometer upon reaching a predetermined temperature whereby the radiant energy is measured to determine temperature.
28. A temperature sensing unit comprising:
   an optical fiber having an end surface at a first end thereof;
   a connector portion coupled to a second end of said optical fiber opposite said first end;
   a sensor housing coupled to said optical fiber at said first end wherein said end surface is substantially enclosed by said sensor housing; and,
   a reflector having a reflective surface coupled to said sensor housing, said reflective surface being spaced a predetermined distance from said end surface and said reflective surface forming an interferometer;
   wherein said sensor housing further includes a groove circumscribed on an outer surface thereof adjacent said predetermined distance for orienting said end surface of said optical fiber with respect to said reflective surface.
29. A temperature sensing unit as recited in claim 28, further comprising a tube having a first end and a second end, said first end coupled to said housing around said optical fiber.
30. A temperature sensing unit as recited in claim 29, further comprising a fitting coupled to said second end of said tube and around said optical fiber.
31. A temperature sensing unit as recited in claim 30, wherein said optical fiber is fixedly coupled to said fitting.
32. A temperature sensing unit as recited in claim 28, further comprising a sheath coupled to said fitting, said tube, a portion of said optical fiber and said housing sealed within sheath so that a cavity is formed between said tube and said housing and said sheath.
33. A temperature sensing unit as recited in claim 32, further comprising thermal transfer material.
34. A temperature sensing unit as recited in claim 33, wherein said thermal transfer material is a vibration damping material.
35. A temperature sensing unit as recited in claim 31, wherein said first end has a concentric first diameter portion and a second diameter portion larger than the first diameter portion so that a shoulder is formed therebetween, said housing having a receptacle portion to contact said shoulder so that said end surface extends to within said predetermined distance of said reflective surface.

36. A temperature sensing unit as recited in claim 35, wherein said optical fiber is longer than said tube so that when said fitting is coupled to said tube said shoulder of said optical fiber is urged into engagement with said receptacle portion of said housing.

37. A temperature sensing unit as recited in claim 28, further comprising an adhesive which fixedly couples said optical fiber to said housing.